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The End, according to some Camisard prophets. Randi In a vision, angels supposedly informed mystic
Emanuel Swedenborg that the world would end in Few took him seriously. Ah, the 18th century, the Age of
Reason! Again, Londoners gathered in boats on the Thames or headed for the hills. In reality, the darkness was
caused by smoke from large-scale forest fires to the west. He was eventually committed to an insane asylum.
He eventually lost his head, literally. Witnesses claimed that she did indeed appear pregnant. She died on
Christmas Day, and a subsequent autopsy proved that she was not pregnant after all. After this prophecy
failed, John Wroe took over leadership of the cult. He gathered a following of thousands of devotees. After the
failure of Jesus to show up during this window, the cult experienced a crisis of faith and in the confusion
began reinterpreting the prophecy and aggressively proselytizing. Snow, an influential Millerite, predicted the
Second Coming on this day. The date was soon accepted by Miller himself. On that day, the Millerites
gathered on a hilltop to await the coming of Jesus. After the inevitable no-show, the event became known as
the "Great Disappointment. McIver Aug 7, "Father" George Rapp, a German ascetic who founded a sect
known as the Harmonists aka the Rappites and established a utopian commune in Economy, Pennsylvania,
was convinced that Jesus would return before his death. Rapp died on August 7, Still another Second Coming
according to the Second Adventists. After all, Russia had plans to wrest control of Palestine from the Ottoman
Empire. Perhaps it was this war that triggered the popularity of the "Russia invades Israel" scenario so popular
among modern prophecy teachers. In one of his earliest publications he predicted the End for He predicted
that during this year, France would fall, and Jerusalem would become the capital of the world. McIver Michael
Baxter predicted another Armageddon in or thereabouts. This was to become the first in a long string of failed
doomsday prophecies by members of this group. The world to an end shall come In eighteen hundred and
eighty one. This did not stop people from expecting the end in , however. This prediction came from a trance
he experienced during a solar eclipse in Wovoka was a practitioner of the Ghost Dance cult, a bizarre hybrid
of apocalyptic Christianity and American Indian mysticism. Baxter, , true Christians were supposed to be
summoned to Heaven during this year. Totten predicted that was a possible date for the end of the world.
Portuguese article and this site A sect calling itself the Catholic Apostolic Church claimed that Jesus would
return by the time the last of its 12 founding members died. The last member died in In his book Future
Wonders of Prophecy, the Rapture was to take place on March 12, between 2pm and 3pm, and Armageddon
was to take place on this day, which is after the Tribulation. Spangler claimed that the world would meet a
fiery end during this month. In Germany, one could buy postcards depicting apocalyptic scenes bearing the
caption, "End of the World on May 18". Dimbleby calculated that the Millennium would begin in the spring of
, with the Rapture and Second coming taking place between and Armstrong, founder of the Worldwide
Church of God , told members of his church that the Rapture was to take place in , and that only they would
saved. After the prophecy failed, he changed he date three more times. His prophecy failed, naturally.
Newbrough was the founder of the Oahspe cult. Then I believe it is going to be over. Millions of persons will
perish in its flames and the land will be scorched. McIver Apr 22, Victor Houteff, founder of the Davidians -an offshoot of the Seventh Day Adventists -- prophesied that the End would be coming soon, but he never set
a date. After his death, however, his widow Florence prophesied that the Rapture would take place on April
22, Hundreds of faithful gathered at Mount Carmel outside Waco to await the big moment, but it was not to
be. His followers built a survival bunker in preparation for this catastrophe.
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In the case of every deed of darkness, when light is shed upon them, they shrivel up and die. We have to
remember though, that when a delusion or deception dies, its maker usually tries to present it with a different
packaging; a new facade so as to fool those have gotten victory over its past incarnation. The UFO phenomena
is a reintroduction of something that was introduced into the world on numerous occasions. Each time this lie
is introduced it is packaged in such a way so as to be accepted by the society that is contemporary of its time.
Some believe that people can shape-shift to become other people and such. Satan takes things up to a grander
scale; he shape-shifts events and belief systems. In our modern society it seems that there are two areas of
deception that are competing for the same prize. One could say that the psychic, or channeler is the main focus
of this deception. They try to predict the future using various means, but they never seem to get the clear
picture. But when one does a short study of the two, that person finds out that the two contenders are really not
contenders, but they are running a relay race, racing around the track in a nonstop loop, handing over the baton
time and time again in an effort to deceive those who are watching the race. The tactics have much akin to the
political realm here in the United States. The media makes a big deal about there being two different political
parties and they claim that we have a choice in who gets into office. But what they do not tell you is that the
two parties are both reaching for the same goal, albeit through different channels, but the same goal. And as
each election time rolls around it becomes quite evident to those who scrutinize the two political entities, that
they become more and more like each other. So it is with the grand delusion. Scripture is quite clear that
Yahweh loves His creation and desires all to be saved: For God so loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not
his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might be saved. Ye are of your
father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not
in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: This is seen time
and time again. We see it with the deception of Chava in the Garden and we again see it with the murder of
Abel. I have no doubt that Yahweh meant for the Messianic line to come through Abel and when Satan had
Cain slay Abel one day it must have seemed to Satan that he had triumphed. But Chava bore another son Seth
who was a progenitor of Messiah Yeshua. After the flood it was tried again, so much so that Israel had to
eradicate whole towns when they were brought back to the land after their bondage in Egypt. Each and every
time Yahweh fixed things or made things anew, Satan got into the mix and tried to corrupt again. Thankfully,
Yahweh always comes out the winner at the end or each ordeal and at the end of all things too. We see time
and time again how Satan would try to kill off the Jewish people and how Yahweh would intervene by saving
one special child, or a remnant of people that He hid away somewhere. Yahweh always works with remnants,
preserving a few faithful who will fulfill His purposes. Satan always tries to wipe out quantity, but Yahweh
always preserves quality. Satan â€” The Counterfeiter: We saw above how Yeshua Himself said that Satan is
the father of lies and of liars. Of course we know that lies come in many packages, all of them bad, some being
diabolical. These things are called counterfeits. Just about anything can be counterfeited, including, but not
limited to artwork, documents, photographic images and such. Even the future man of perdition, known in
Christian circles as the antichrist will most likely be a counterfeit of Mashiach Yeshua. Since we live in a
society that tends to worship Mammon money we can best relate to counterfeiting as being the production of
either paper money or coin in order to trick merchants and consumers into believing that the bogus money that
they are being handed is in fact real. Governments spend billions each year in the attempt to thwart
counterfeiting schemes. If counterfeiting were allowed to run amok it would eventually debase the currency
that it is counterfeiting. We tend to think of it as harmless; a childish thing, or a prank that we pull on someone
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to get a laugh or to bring fun at a party. Granted, that is a definition of that word, but it is only one meaning;
the rest being of a more insidious nature. Sure makes one think twice about pulling any sort of trick on anyone
ever again, huh? That is a very dangerous place to be in. The Apostle Paul wrote about something similar in
the following scriptures: And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time. For the
mystery of iniquity doth already work: And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume
with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: Even him, whose coming is
after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, And with all deceivableness of
unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved.
And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: That they all might be
damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. It says that Yahweh is going to send a
counterfeit upon those who are perishing. I however remembered something that someone once told me about
counterfeit money and bank clerks. When a person starts to work in a bank they are put through a regimen
where they handle real money all of the time. During this course they sort of become intimate with the real
article. Now, because they know what real money feels like and all of its unique characteristics, they are able
to spot a phony bill very easily. But we are bound to give thanks always to God for you, brethren beloved of
the Lord, because God hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation through sanctification of the Spirit and
belief of the truth: But those of us who believe Yahweh have an intimacy with Him through fellowship and
communion in the Ruach Ha Kodesh. We have handled the genuine article and know what is real and what is
counterfeit. There might be some who think that Yahweh is some sort of heavy for sadist a delusion upon
people. When you get e-mail from an address that you know and trust you open it up without hesitation
because you know that it is safe. You can judge good from bad, right from wrong, simply because you know
the difference. They are obsessed with unrighteousness and look for ways to profane Yahweh and His ways. If
they see anything that shows flesh they click on the link; you know, given over to sin. They grew up in a
wonderful home with loving parents. The cards of righteousness were stacked in his favor, but he one day had
a brush with evil and decided that evil was more fun; much less restrictive than any religious life that he had
ever experienced. So this person decides to live after the sensual nature and exalts the lust of the flesh and the
eyes and the pride of life. He is told to meet this person at a certain place and that his sensual nature would be
rewarded for his obedience. So he meets this woman at the appointed place and they spend the night together.
Later the next day she introduces him to New Age philosophy, things that tell him that there is no hell, no
consequence for what his parents told him was sin; and that he could become god himself if he tried hard
enough. He was perishing before he ever met this woman online; on the road to hell for sure. His sensual lusts
allowed a great delusion to be perpetuated upon him and he gladly accepted it. His journey on the highway to
destruction allowed him to exit onto a freeway of delusion that has many lanes for traffic and no speed limit.
The woman who deceived him was merely an off ramp that led to worse things. The man could have gone a
different route; he could have ignored the invitation; but his debased state just led him in deeper. Like an illicit
drug user, he just wanted to attain higher highs, ignoring all of the consequences. So, when Yahweh sends the
great delusion upon mankind, they will have a choice to believe the lie or to turn to the truth. Sadly, most will
choose sin over repentance. The delusion will merely be a choice, and those who choose to believe that the
delusion is true will seal their fate. The elect though, those who know Yahweh intimately and who choose to
love and follow him, although tempted, will choose Yahweh over the lie. Spiritual Counterfeits in The Great
Delusion: The Great Delusion has many facets to it. Just like a diamond has many faces to it, yet it is still one
diamond, so will be the Delusion. They are a process; a work that has to be introduced to its victims in an ever
so skillful manner. A common deception that can be used to illustrate how the public can be duped is the
denial that the Holocaust ever happened. For a generation after the gruesome discoveries of the Nazi death
camps were discovered it was hard to come against the facts of the Holocaust. There were many Allied
soldiers who were witnesses to the camps; having the images emblazoned upon their minds; the images of
genocide forever on their psyche. Images that recorded the event with their eyes, the smell of death forever in
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their noses, the taste of rotting flesh, forced upon their tongues by merely being around it; the cries of the
survivors which they heard with their ears. No, they would not stand for any lies concerning this horror.
Neither would those who saw the newsreels of the horror; the short news items seen between movies at the
theaters; no, they would not stand for the lie that says that it never happened. But all the while there were still
those who refused to believe what they saw on the screen. Either through denial, or a rabid hatred for Jews,
they would not believe the horrors of Nazi Europe. And as these individuals had children, and then
grandchildren, they instilled their perpetual hatred in the fertile ground of the hearts of their offspring. Then
when the witnesses to the atrocities, and the victims of the same began to dwindle in numbers it allowed the
hatred to fester. They say that it was all a fabricated lie; that the Zionists created the images only to fool the
public and such. The truth is made to be a lie so that a lie can be seen as the truth. The purport to be coming to
Earth to help mankind; to enable humans to make a spiritual evolutionary advance. Now we will look at
another delusion, another way that they try to pervert the truth, and how they try to divert the eyes of mankind
from what Yahweh has wrought. We live in a very material world.
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Table of prophecies organized by date[ edit ] Prophecies from to [ edit ] Prophecy Date Notes Smith spoken of
for good and evil among all nations, kindreds, and tongues: March Latter Day Saints claim that this prophecy
was fulfilled. Roberts , Comprehensive History of the Church , 1: The Latter Day Saints shall be gathered in
one place "against the day when tribulation and desolation are sent forth upon the wicked" Section Adherents
recognize several meanings for " gathering ", stemming from their concepts of Zion. Indeed, general
authorities have stated that the concept of gathering to Zion refers to the stakes of Zion wherever they are
located, and not to a single geographic and physical location. The "hour is nigh and day soon at hand" when
Jesus will return. Adherents believe that Jesus has not yet returned in his Second Coming , [12] and Latter Day
Saints advocate that the words "hour" and "day" are metaphorical and represent centuries or millennia, i. The
Latter Day Saints were to gather riches and purchase a place of refuge and safety, where the wicked would not
come, and the wicked would refuse to battle the Saints. Missouri is named as the place for the "City of Zion";
the land will be purchased for "an everlasting inheritance". Strong hold in Kirtland for the space of five years:
Williams should not sell his farm because "[The Lord wills] to retain a strong hold in the land of Kirtland, for
the space of five years". Zion in this generation: Zion and its temple will be built at Independence, Missouri,
"in this generation". Members of the LDS Church believe that a temple will be built at this location in the
future. One oft repeated explanation of the supposed non-fulfillment of this prophecy is that the phrase "in this
generation" is used figuratively to designate those of this "gospel dispensation" those who have received or
will receive divine revelation during the "dispensation" of revelation and inspiration from God or "heaven"
since the time that Joseph Smith began receiving such revelation, and afterwards, as it is used in a similar
fashion in some instances in the Bible. And though verse 3 indicates that the place of the temple in
Independence, MO was indicated "by the finger of the Lord" previously , the phrase in verse 4 "beginning at
this place" is rather a transition of reference to Kirtland, Ohio, where Joseph Smith was at when this revelation
was received by him [14] And, indeed, the Kirtland Temple was built and finished and dedicated by the spring
of New York and Boston will be destroyed if they reject the gospel. The "hour of their judgement is nigh".
History of the Church 1: I remember very well that the country looked a veritable desolation. Saxey of Utah in
a letter to Mr. Junius Wells, August 25, Promise that if the Saints are obedient in building a temple, then the
City of Zion will prosper and become glorious, and that Zion cannot "be moved" out of its place. Stars fall
from heaven: According to Philo Dibble, while preaching in Kirtland, Ohio , Smith said, "Forty days shall not
pass and the stars shall fall from heaven. Others assume that Smith must have studied celestial events and
deduced that the Leonids shower would occur again soon, as records exist of its occurrence in , , and I was
awakened by Brother Davis knocking at my door, and calling on me to arise and behold the signs in the
heavens. I arose, and to my great joy, beheld the stars fall from heaven like a shower of hailstones If the Saints
were not successful in legal action against their enemies in Missouri, God would avenge them and all their
adversaries would be destroyed. History of Church 1: The United Order would be "everlasting", and
"immutable and unchangeable" to benefit the church until Jesus comes. They also argue that the United Order
is part of the eternal gospel and that its practice is simply in abeyance pending other events. Speaking through
Smith, God says regarding Missouri: Prophecies from to [ edit ] Prophecy Date Notes Wind up in 56 Years
"[T]he coming of the Lord, which is nighâ€”even fifty-six years should wind up the scene. In , Smith related
the following: Joseph, my son, if thou livest until thou art eighty-five years old, thou shalt see the face of the
Son of Man; therefore let this suffice, and trouble me no more on this matter. I was left thus, without being
able to decide whether this coming referred to the beginning of the millennium or to some previous appearing,
or whether I should die and thus see his face. I believe the coming of the Son of Man will not be any sooner
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than that time. Smith would receive "wealth pertaining to gold and silver" in Salem, Massachusetts. The LDS
Church teaches that "in Salem was a treasure of much greater value to the kingdom than that for which they
had come. There were many souls in Salem whom the Lord knew would accept the gospel. Marsh would be
"exalted" and would preach "unto the ends of the earth Marsh wrote an autobiography in , documenting his
significant missionary service. This, in itself, fulfills the prophecy. Smith said on the morning after their
capture after the Mormon War that "the word of the Lord came to me last night that Dona Hill, Joseph Smith:
November Latter Day Saints assert that this prophecy was fulfilled, because neither Smith nor any of his
companions were killed during their imprisonment in Liberty Jail. Although some of the known persecutors of
Smith met gruesome and ugly deaths, others died peacefully of old age. Joseph Smith said "In due time thou
shalt go to Jerusalem, the land of thy fathers, and be a watchman unto the house of Israel; and by thy hands
shall the Most High do a great work, which shall prepare the way and greatly facilitate the gathering together
of that people. Jews "Have been scattered abroad among the Gentiles for a long period; and in our estimation,
the time of the commencement of their return to the Holy Land has already arrived. History of the Church , 4:
April 28, Latter Day Saints believe the return of the Jews to their ancestral home was brought about by the
exercising of priesthood keys conferred upon the saints by Moses in the Kirtland Temple at the same time
Elijah returned and conferred his keys of binding the hearts of the children to their fathers and vice versa.
Michael Quinn , The Mormon Hierarchy: Origins of Power, p. Saints to settle in Rocky Mountains: When
Smith was captured by Missouri agents in Illinois, he stated that he would not set foot in Missouri again either
dead or alive. History of the Church 5: Smith did not return to Missouri even though he was captured by
Missouri agents in Illinois. He never entered Missouri again and was killed and buried in Illinois. A lengthy
discourse in which Smith reportedly said, "You will see the Constitution of the United States almost
destroyed. It will hang like a thread as fine as a silk fiber During the war, Missouri was claimed by both the
Union and the Confederacy , and had two competing state governments , sending representatives to both the
United States Congress and the Confederate Congress. Missouri was hotly contested during the war and her
Confederate government was utterly overthrown and wasted when the state was laid waste by Union troops.
Many people who had driven the saints from their homes were themselves ousted and their property burned,
their livestock slaughtered or confiscated under General Order Other Latter Day Saints argue that Smith may
have been referring to the rulling Whig Party , which was defeated in the presidential election of , later to
dissolve and disappear from the political sphere. They argue that allowing Utahâ€”which was dominated by
Latter Day Saintsâ€”to obtain statehood in could be regarded as "redress" of the wrongs committed. Douglas
to run for president: Smith stated that Stephen A. Douglas would run for the presidency of the United States.
Smith also predicted that if Douglas slandered the Latter Day Saints then he would feel the weight of the hand
of the Almighty upon him. Douglas ran for U. He did make some negative comments towards the Latter Day
Saints,[ citation needed ] and he did not win the election, and later died in Stakes established in Boston and
New York: Several stakes of the LDS Church have established in those cities. And there shall nothing be left
of themâ€”not even a grease spot. Since the conditions for the protection of the Saints were eventually met, it
is argued that prophecy never came to fruition. Cut not thy hair and no bullet or blade can harm thee.
Rockwell died of natural causes at an old age, having never been wounded by a bullet or a blade. Smith
prophesied that his unborn child will be named David and will be "church president and king over Israel".
Richards will not have hole in garment: Shortly before his imprisonment in Carthage Jail , Smith told Willard
Richards that the time would come that the balls would fly around him like hail, and he should see his friends
fall on the right and on the left, but that there should not be a hole in his garment. History of the Church 6:
Although he was in the room where Smith and his brother Hyrum were shot and killed, Richards escaped from
the incident uninjured. John Taylor , who was also present in the room, was shot a number of times but
survived. Joseph and Hyrum Smith to die if re-captured: Five days before his death, Smith wrote: Four days
later, Smith and his brother Hyrum were imprisoned, and on the second day of their incarceration they were
killed by a mob in the jail. Dan Jones to serve a mission to Wales: Richards retired to the bed Engaged in such
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a cause I do not think that death would have many terrors. Although Jones was ill and believed to be dying of
an illness at the time of his conversation with Smith,[ citation needed ] Jones recovered and later went to
Wales as a missionary for the LDS Church.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: For a more thorough
discussion of the emergence of the Choctaw in intercultural contact, see Peterson This role is discussed in
many of the histories of the Choctaw. Kendall Blanchard addresses the centrality of sport, and stickball in
particular, to Choctaw life in his book The Mississippi Choctaws at Play Accordingly, in addressing sports, he
ends up writing what borders on an ethnography of the Choctaw in the second half of the twentieth century.
His call is ironic since his article is an excellent source of contemporary prophecy, much of which focuses far
more on the message than the messenger. The scholarship on these prophets is too extensive to cite fully. See
in particular Mooney and Trafzer See in particular Overholt See Aberle , Miller , Mooney See for example
Edmonson It stands in opposition to event-driven history where change is seen as externally motivated. Henry
Glassie has recently employed this basic distinction in order to reconceive of history as a balance between the
two impulses See most notably Historical Metaphors and Mythic Realities As among the Wishram Sapir as
recompiled by Hines As among the Cheyenne. See Grinnell , See for example the culture hero of the
Cheyenne commonly referred to as Sweet Medicine Grinnell and Piankettacholla Point hill green of the Taos
pueblo people Miller DeMallie makes a similar argument about the need to look beyond historical analysis to
understand the Ghost Dance See also Beattie and Middleton and Martz I discuss this more fully at the
beginning of chapter 3. When Mallie Smith discussed You are not currently authenticated. View freely
available titles:
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U SE OF to determine doubtful questions was also prevalent, and this, as well as dreams, was sometimes used
by God to reveal his will; the Urim and Thummim q. Biblical Attitude toward Sooth Saying. With the
exceptions just mentioned, the Bible opposes all, these heathen means of reading the future; magic and
soothsaying were punished by death Lev. There were magicians who called up the spirits of the dead I Sam. It
is, however, principally by its contents that Old-Testament prophecy differs from heathen soothsaying, since
with the latter, the main object is to gain information regarding the future. Without denying the ethical and
religious quality of some of the Delphic oracles, it is still to be noted that these do not surpass the natural
powers of human consciousness, while they fail to give any insight into the counsels of the Almighty. While
analogies for the Messianic prophecies may be found in the ideal pictures of the future from heathen sages, the
absolute confidence in the ultimate realization of their ideals is lacking. According to Renan, prophecy was a
special endowment of the Semitic mind, but, although this is true to a certain extent, there is no real analogy to
Hebrew prophecy among the other Semitic peoplea. The Koran possesses but little originality and lacks the
high ethical worth characteristic of the true prophets. In the Old Testament: Prophetism in the service of
Yahweh was the medium through which the national religion of Israel was called to life, and it guarded the
purity of this religion against popular corruption and prepared the way for its development into the supreme
religion of mankind. Historical Development of Prophecy: Prophetic Basis of Old-Testament Religion. It is
significant for the entire conception of God in the Old Testament that, from the beginning, the Israel ites
derived their knowledge of him from personal revelations, appearances, and monitions. Genesis teaches that
the patriarchs were honored with such revelations. Friends of God like Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, received
prophetic direction at critical periods of their life. More especially the beginnings of the religion of the
covenant are the work of a man of high prophetic gifts, a mediator between God and his people. The authority
of Moses q. Miriam and others possessed the gift of prophecy Ex. From this time prophecy never wholly died
out Deut. He may be regarded as the first of the prophets, both because of his superior endowments and
because the prophetic communities seem to have owed their origin to him; at least, they first appear in his
time. As their name "sons of the prophets" indicates, they were disciples who gathered about a master; as
communities they seem to have remained in their respective settlements, while such masters as Samuel, Elijah,
or Elisha wandered from place to place. These settlements appear to have been in the quiet country outside the
city limits; a few lightly constructed huts,. The sitting of the disciples before the master II Kings, iv. Ecstatic
phenomena see E CSTASY are not to be regarded as habitual with them, but represented a stage in the
development of prophecy which might be compared with the revival meetings of modern Christianity. Samuel,
Elijah, and Elisha were certainly in intimate relation with the "sons of the prophets," a fact which proves the
high worth of the latter. Sacred music was cultivated in the communities and served to induce the ecstatic
state; it could also awaken the higher prophetic sense II Kings, iii. On the other hand, these schools may have
contributed to the degradation of prophecy by making it more professional. Individual prophets continually
appear in the time of the kings as spokesmen of the King of kings. To a prophet, the education of Solomon
was entrusted. In his reign the prophet Ahia of Shiloh predicted the destruction of the Davidic kingdom and
anointed Jeroboam king over the ten tribes. The authority of the prophets is also shown in the case of
Rehoboam, who refrained from a campaign against the revolting tribes because the prophet Shemaiah declared
their revolt an act of God I Kings xii. The worldly character of most of the rulers of the Ephraimite kingdom
evoked the heroic qualities of the prophets of Yahweh. This prophet towers above all the others of his time;
his hairy mantle seems to have become the prophetic garb Zech. It appears also, that at that period the prophets
bore a sign or scar on their foreheads I Kings xx. The most trusted disciple and successor of Elijah was Elisha
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q. It appears II Kings iv. This formed a center of worship independent of the sanctuary at Bethel II Kings iv.
The political successes of the kingdom of Israel under Jeroboam II. Amos and Hosea differ from Elijah and
Elisha in being exclusively bearers of the divine word, which they committed to writing, as became the
custom from their time see H EBREW.
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This book is not introduced to controvert any already in the field; but the writer takes up a line of comparison
of prophecy with historical facts in a manner which he has not seen in print hitherto, trusting that a perusal of
its pages may be of profit to the reader. Many people have but a limited idea of the vastness of the great
Second Advent movement. In these pages your attention is called not only to the extent of that wide-spread
message, which went forth from to , but also to the accurate fulfillment of the specific signs of the coming of
the great day of the Lord. Here also it is shown that at every step in the delivery of the advent message, both
the time and manner of giving it were in harmony with what the prophetic word has recorded concerning this
great and important subject. In this fourth edition a number of new illustrations will be found which were not
in the former editions. Among these we call special attention to the scene witnessed on the Nimrod, in its
south pole expedition, under Lieutenant Shackelton, in - the curtains in the sky; and also to the wonderful
appearance around the sun in California, March 1, The standing of the work at present writing, is also given,
which will show the remarkable advancement of this cause since the third edition of the book was printed. We
may learn from the words of Christ to the apostles one object of the Lord in giving prophecy. I have even from
the beginning declared it to thee; before it came to pass I showed it thee: Thou has heard, see all this; and will
not you declare it? I have showed thee new things from this time, even hidden things, and thou didst not know
them. They are created now, and not from the beginning; even before the day when thou heard them not; lest
thou should say, Behold, I knew them. It is also observed from these words that prophecy occupies a very
important place in the Scriptures of truth. In view of these facts, it is surpassingly strange that so many people
give little or no attention to the study of the prophetic portions of the sacred Scriptures. The uninformed say
they are unlearned, and, therefore, can not understand the prophecies. On the other hand, many of the
educated, and some of them even among the ministry, say: We all know that the book of Revelation is a sealed
book. That the Lord designed the prophecies of Daniel to be understood is evident from His words to His
disciples respecting the same: A claim that prophecy could not be understood is also clearly delineated in
these words: For it is sealed: Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw near Me with their
mouth, and with their lips do honor Me, but have removed their heart far from Me, and their fear toward Me is
taught by the precept of men. Therefore, behold, I will proceed to do a marvelous work among this people,
even a marvelous work and a wonder: It is not because prophecy has some deep, hidden, mysterious meaning,
that a failure is made in understanding it. The apostle Peter has said of it, and of understanding it: For the
prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: God, who is infallible, is the Author of prophecy; and when
the time comes for the fulfillment of a prophecy, the very event predicted is there.
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